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A cath lab in a major public hospital is no place for the faint 

hearted. They don’t cut you up here but they do stick all manner of 

things into your arteries, and ultimately your heart. I’m spending a 

couple of days in the catheterisation laboratory at Melbourne’s 

Monash Medical Centre with Professor Ian Meredith, one of the 

greatest cardiologists Australia has produced. He is soon to leave 

the practice of medicine and these are the last performances of one 

of the virtuosos of interventional cardiology. 



First, the scrubs, a kind of black ninja outfit medicos wear, then 

Meredith suits me up further – a heavy lead skirt, an equally heavy 

lead vest, a lead sleeve around the throat, and finally a face mask 

and cap. The lead protects me from radiation; everything else is to 

protect the patient, Tom, from infection from me. 

Inside the lab, alongside doctors, nurses and technicians, I’m 

instructed not to touch anything and to stand a little behind 

Meredith. If I should faint in this position, at least I won’t fall on 

Tom, a heavy-set man in his 70s with serious lung and kidney 

disease, a big blockage low in his aorta, a coronary artery blockage 

and a need for a new heart valve. The team plans to fix all of the 

artery issues today except the lower aorta blockage. 

“Aargh!” cries Tom, who is sedated but conscious throughout the 

procedure. “Are you getting a little discomfort, Tom?” asks one of 

the doctors. “We’ll adjust your morphine dosage. 

“If these guys will let me in we’ll see what’s going on,” says 

Meredith, taking over the manipulation of the catheter, which is 

going up to Tom’s heart from his groin. Amid occasional banter -

Meredith and the other senior cardiologist, Rob Gooley, order a 

series of heart X-rays. Over the next 20 minutes or so they adjust 

the angle of the fluoroscope camera, lurking like a sci-fi alien above 

Tom, and take a more precise set of photos as they inject dye into 

his heart to see how bad the blockages are. They’re severe; the 

day’s plans have to be altered. They won’t be able to do all the 

procedures in one shot. 

“Should we get the surgeon in to review him?” asks Gooley. “No, 

let’s make the decision ourselves now,” replies Meredith. The 

decision is that Tom’s case will be reviewed by surgeons the next 

day to determine whether open heart surgery is the better option, 

but nothing further will be done right now. If there’s no surgery, 



he’ll come back to the cath lab for an amended procedure. There’s a 

slight, unspoken feeling of anti-climax in the room as Tom is 

wheeled out but this is a busy lab and there’s much more to do. 

Meredith is the professor of medicine at Monash University and 

director of the Monash Heart Service, which services south-eastern 

Melbourne. He does a small amount of private practice but has 

worked his whole life in public hospitals for a public hospital 

salary. As an interventional cardiologist he spends a lot of time -

poking around inside people’s hearts, seeing what’s wrong and 

fixing it up. He operates, more or less, at the highest point of human 

competence as it intersects with life-saving technology. 

Meredith loves the human dimension of medicine, which means 

practising as a clinician, but finally he got an offer he couldn’t 

refuse. At the end of the year he will relocate to Boston to become 

the executive vice president and global chief medical officer of 

Boston Scientific Corporation. 

He first turned the position down, then said maybe, then yes. In 

doing this, he will become the most senior and powerful Australian 

ever in the global medical device business. 

Boston Scientific is an enormous company with 25,000 employees 

and sales last year of $US7.5 billion. In that year alone, 22 million 

patients were treated with its devices, heart valves, pacemakers and 

a thousand other products. Meredith had been on its scientific 

advisory board for a few years. When his appointment was 

announced, the company’s global share price went up. In his new 

position, among other things, he will be the lead person in 

supervising a research and development budget of about $1.2 

billion, which compares with the total Australian health research 

budget. 



But leaving the regular practice of medicine meant turning away 

from a lifetime’s vocation. “It was an agonising decision,” Meredith 

tells me. “I was wedded to a life of clinical practice. I just love what 

I do. All my life since childhood I wanted to be a doctor. There was 

no Plan B. I was very nervous about leaving medicine. I went back 

and talked to [wife] Jo and we could see the opportunity to 

influence the lives of thousands of people, maybe hundreds of 

thousands of people. 

He will do this by playing a central role in the final pathway to 

approval for major clinical trials and research developments. Part of 

his job will be travelling the world to assess medical start-ups that 

could be acquired by Boston Scientific. 

One consideration for Meredith was his age. He turned 60 recently. 

To do his job you need perfectly steady hands and great physical 

endurance; some procedures might last several hours. You can’t do 

these things forever. He talked it over with a friend. How many 

more procedures are you going to do, his friend asked, how many 

more research papers will you publish, how many more patients 

will you see? His career was now an express train to retirement. 

This was the last stop if he wanted to take a different journey. 

Part of his motivation for making such a radical change, too, was 

excitement at what’s about to happen in medicine. “What’s 

happening in health is exponential change,” he explains. “With the 

introduction of digital devices, we’re still on the flat part of the 

curve. We’re just about to hit the part where the curve goes up. 

Everything we’ve done in the last 200 years in medicine is going to 

change. 

Medical innovation will charge ahead, he says, but it won’t 

necessarily mean medical costs will go up. “We’ll be putting tiny 

little tubes into your body, with fibre-optic cameras, controlling it 



with hand-held devices. More procedures will be from robotic 

controls. With artificial intelligence we may have devices that can 

tell you what’s happening to you, tell you the information you need, 

even assess your ability to absorb that information and use it. In 

cancer we might deliver your treatment through guided 

immunotherapy rather than radiation. There will be nanotechnology 

using tiny, tiny particles to affect your body. There will be a 

creative confluence in the way digital medicine and miniaturised 

devices interact. 

But don’t get the impression that Meredith likes gadgets more than 

people. He reveres the human interaction decades of cardiology 

have given him. “I get more from my patients than they get from 

me,” he says. “Every patient I’ve seen has in some way moulded 

who I am. You meet the elderly man who lived through the 

Depression and you think: how would I have gone in those 

circumstances? It’s wonderful if you allow the human dimension of 

medicine to flood over you. Otherwise you can lose the 

extraordinary beauty of medicine. 



 

The case that brought the human and the technical 

together most perfectly, and the single experience that Meredith 

nominates as the most rewarding of his life as a physician, was that 

of Matthew Gaythorpe. Meredith is a world-renowned medical 

researcher with a particularly strong reputation for developing 

devices for the benefit of human beings. He has done many “first in 

human” trials; Matthew was, in effect, one of those. He was 10 

when his mother, Alex, brought him to Meredith in 2011, desperate 

for help. 

Matthew was born with incurable kidney disease and cysts on his 

liver and was also diagnosed with narcolepsy (extreme sleepiness). 

He was taking 37 tablets a day when Meredith met him and had 

been hospitalised 38 times. He had already had a stroke, his blood 

pressure was catastrophically high and his growth was retarded 



because of the drugs. The only obvious treatment was to remove the 

kidneys, place him on dialysis and wait for a transplant. “His 

mother came to see me to ask about kidney denervation, which is a 

mechanism to cut off the nerves to the kidney to lower the blood 

pressure,” Meredith recalls. “She was very well informed. 

Meredith was involved with a US company, Vessix, which 

developed a device to insert into the kidney arteries, using radio 

frequency energy to remove the relevant nerves and stop the kidney 

raising the blood pressure. The device was in trial and had only 

been used a handful of times. Matthew’s case was complicated in 

every way: “Normally there is only one artery for each kidney, but 

Matthew had two for one kidney and three for the other,” says 

Meredith. “It had never been done in a child and never in anyone 

with multiple kidney arteries.” 

Meredith had to talk the company into manufacturing a tiny device 

suitable for Matthew, whose kidney arteries were barely 2mm in 

diameter. Getting the company to agree turned out to be the easy 

bit. The hospital’s ethics committee at first refused permission. It 

took a year to get the go-ahead. “That was the hardest 12 months of 

my career,” Meredith says. “I felt like I was being treated like I was 

some sort of paedophile or criminal for wanting to do the 

procedure. His mother was beside herself with distress. 

Alex Gaythorpe takes up the story: “When we got the letter [from 

the ethics committee] saying no, I was absolutely gutted. Ian, being 

Ian, said ‘don’t give up’.” The hour-long procedure, when it 

eventually happened, was a success. “Ian came in after it with a big 

smile on his face. He was always so positive. Now Matthew plays 

basketball and tennis; he did play cricket for a while. He’s grown 

nearly as tall as Ian. It’s a life transformed. They had told us before 

that Matthew was not likely to have a long life. Now I don’t even 

think of his mortality. He’s only had one hospitalisation since then. 



He’s won a youth community service award. Matthew has such 

affection for Ian. He is his hero.” 

Even now, four years after the procedure, Alex chokes up a few 

times with tears. Happy tears, she calls them. “We’ve been so 

lucky, we’ve been so blessed. We love Ian, that’s obvious isn’t it? 

Matthew Gaythorpe with parents in 2012. Picture: David Caird 

Translating a good idea, even a brilliant one, from a 

prototype gadget into a device that can be reliably inserted into 

humans to make them well is one of the most creative, productive 

and yet challenging fields of medical endeavour. One device for 

which Meredith ran “first in humans” trials was the Lotus Heart 

Valve. The great leap forward in heart valve treatment was the 

development of a miniature valve that could be inserted through the 

artery in the groin and then expanded when it reached the correct 

part of the heart. It meant that heart valve replacements no longer 

needed to involve open heart surgery, with all the potential for 

complications and long hospital stays. The special innovation of the 

Lotus Valve is that it is coiled and uncoiled mechanically. It is 



inserted by a catheter in the groin, controlled by hand by a 

cardiologist such as Meredith. If the Lotus Valve is slightly 

misplaced it can be miniaturised again by being wound tight, 

adjusted and repositioned, all while the patient is awake and the 

heart is beating. 

The other big project Meredith leaves behind is the Victorian Heart 

Hospital. He has been plugging away at getting Australia’s first 

dedicated heart hospital for 14 years and at last it’s about to happen. 

A dedicated heart hospital, organised around a totally patient-

centric operating system, could substantially improve the 

experience and outcome for patients, achieve the volume to 

generate world-class research, attract the best researchers and 

practitioners from around the world, enhance Australia’s 

involvement with the manufacture of medical devices and even earn 

income from foreign patients to subsidise Australia’s public system. 

The Victorian Government has committed $155 million to the first 

stage and it will be built on the grounds of Monash University. 

Victoria’s premier Daniel Andrews tells me: “He [Meredith] 

pitched it to me initially in 2009 or 2010 when I was health 

minister, which ultimately resulted in us making a commitment to it 

later in opposition. Without his advocacy and the direct and forceful 

case he put, the Heart Hospital would not have come about. 



Hero: Ian Meredith in action. Picture: James Geer 

We’re back in the cath lab, my second day of observing 

Meredith at work, when I meet Tom again. The surgeons thought he 

was too high-risk for open heart surgery so Meredith’s team plans 

to treat him by stages. Today they will insert an artificial heart 

valve, while Tom is conscious and his heart is beating away, 

without disturbing the blockages in his arteries or causing grief to 

his numerous other medical challenges. Tom is pretty stoic. I get to 

like him a lot. “Tom, have you got some discomfort?” asks Gooley. 

“That’ll be some bruising from the other day.” 

“I’m OK,” says Tom. 

Meredith scrubs in and takes over. There are two monitors above 

Tom and two to the right. The doctors have wires inserted into his 

heart so they can control its rhythm if they need to. The technician 

from Medtronic calls me over to watch the valve being prepared. 

It’s officially known as a CoreValve Evolut R (different from the 

Lotus Valve). Meredith was among the first to use it and it’s still so 

new that Tom’s procedure is officially recognised as a clinical trial. 



The technician puts the valve in freezing liquid so that it can be 

compressed into a 5mm sheath. Meredith then inserts this into the 

artery in Tom’s groin – he needs to position it in a landing zone of 

about 3-5mm within Tom’s heart. After an extraordinarily delicate 

procedure it lands perhaps half a millimetre off centre, so Meredith 

asks his colleagues whether they should pull it back and try again. 

The consensus is no, it will work perfectly well where it is. The 

doctors are willing to have a 20-second discussion to get it right 

even if that means the blood flow is momentarily halted. They 

operate within safe limits but it’s better to get things right. They 

need to be relentlessly focused but at the same time relaxed and 

flexible. 

After the valve is placed a second catheter, manipulated by Gooley, 

is inserted from the other side of Tom’s groin. It is used to lasso the 

first catheter, all viewed on the monitor in front of us, and pull it 

aside so that a balloon can be inserted into the artery where the 

5mm sheath has been. This is to temporarily stop the blood flow in 

that artery so they can withdraw the sheath, repair the artery and 

stitch up the wound. All this astonishing stuff is accomplished 

without drama. 

“Are you OK, Tom?” “Yes, fine, just felt a little bit of pressing on 

the groin.” Tom isn’t finished. “Gentlemen, one other thing. Many 

thanks.Meredith invites me to stay and watch the next procedure – 

he is scheduled to fix a hole in someone’s heart – but I politely 

decline. Being in the cath lab is like going out on operations with 

the military. You understand something important is being done by 

very fine people, and you’ve got a vague idea how, but you’re also 

thankful you chose a different line of work. 

In his decades as a cardiologist Meredith has seen more than 50,000 

patients and performed more than 10,000 procedures. Although he’s 

not religious, when his sons come over for dinner he gets them to 



pause for a moment and give thanks for all their good fortune. He 

will miss his sons in Boston, and he will miss Australia, but I think 

more than anything he will miss this cath lab. 

Greg Sheridan is a member of Victorian Heart Hospital’s advisory 

board. He was also a patient at Monash Heart. 

 


